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Ref. No: LL14/08/EQ Persistent Boat wake in mid Lake:
(Env. Qual. reports have the same number as LabLog2014 reports but with an EQ appended.)

(Linked to LabLog14/08, 4th March 2014))

Problem:  ORANGE  Alert:  Large  area  of
contaminated water showing signs of added
surfactants  presenting  as  a  length  of
persistent  bubbling formed behind the boat
in  a  stretch  of  calm  water  from
Gubcormongan  to  mid  lake  on  a  westerly
course. This is an area where persistent signs
of  pollution  have  appeared over  the years.
We attribute it  to  the flow of  the Shannon
through the lake being narrowed and rising
into  shallower  water  as  it  approaches  the
Inishfail channel. We regard this problem as
serious as it  indicates that the lake flow is
still  carrying  surfactants  probably  of  an
artificial nature which may be associated with
phosphate source that  could trigger further
Cyanoblooms (blue-green algal occurrences)
this Summer

YELLOW Alert: Not so concerning but clearly
present  on  the  south  east  shore  of  Holly
Island, a line of fine white detergent which
we assume to be from synthetic detergents
of some nature.

Observations: Boat  was  launched  at  9am
on  4th March  at  Cormongan  and  we
proceeded north before heading west across
the  Lake  from  Gubcormongan.  Water  was

clean up to this but on entering deeper water and speeding up a bit the wake shown above was produced. We are ambivalent about
pollution. We want to be reasonable and we want to concentrate on biodiversity — the purpose of the trip today.

The occurrence was severe. We did not apply objective parameters as used last year as they are very time consuming but this incident was
in the serious range. Frequently large bubbles are encountered here due to increased levels of surfactant. These bubbles may be produced
from gas coming off the bottom of the lake but, more often from the bow of the boat. We are concerned about the surfactant (detergent),
not the gas (air or 'marsh' gas). This pattern persisted to mid lake but decreased as the water was getting increasingly choppy and we were
leaving the central deep flow channel heading down towards the sluices. No problems seen on main part of west shore facing SE breeze.

No significant further bubbling was observed in a widespread trip around the southern portion of the lake down as far as Drumshanbo
Hotel. However, a fine line of persistent foam was present in the outer Drumshanbo Bay along the shore of Holly Island. This was facing
into the SE breeze. And was probably of a local origin whereas the mid lake pollution was presumably following the stream of the Shannon

Shore of Holly Island facing into SE breeze:

Conclusion  &  Comment: Thin  lines  of  foam  are  a  recent
phenomenon  but  fairly  consistently  present  on  downwind  shores
during light to moderate breezes. They appear and disappear under
the influence of local factors but must be generated by an increasing
level of surf producing substances (surfactants). This is  a pity as
they are unsightly and may lead to worse pollution and will certainly
deter visitors.

West shore of Jenny's Island sheltered from breeze.

However foam was not widespread and this shot of the west side of
Jenny's  Island  (the  last  island  before  the  Inishfail  channel)  was
clean. Unfortunately this is an area, valuable for Mergansers, where
scum often accumulates in  westerly winds as the Shannon water
rises to the surface and if it is contaminated at the time.

The shore was perfectly clean and pristine today and the slight foam
on Holly Island was the only obvious occurence today.
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